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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which of the following describes Veeam Data Mover Service
function most accurately? (Choose the 2 appropriate options)
A. Communicates with the VSS framework during backup,
replication and other jobs, and performing recovery tasks
B. Deploys and coordinates executable modules that perform main
job activities on behalf of Veeam Backup &amp; Replication
C. Analyzes the system, installs and upgrades necessary
components and services depending on the role selected for the
server
D. Performs data compression, deduplication and data transfer
Answer: A,B
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 2

Welche der folgenden Optionen in SAP S / 4HANA 1709 ist nur in
kalkulationsbasiertem CO-PA und NICHT in kontobasiertem CO-PA
mÃ¶glich?
A. Aufteilung der Produktionsvarianz nach Varianzkategorie.
B. Aufteilung der Kosten der verkauften Waren (COGS) pro
Kostenkomponente.
C. Kundenauftragserfassung.
D. Manuelle Buchungen.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
A network administrator has subnetted the 172.16.0.0 network
using a subnet mask of 255.255.255.192. A duplicate IP address
of 172.16.2.120 has accidentally been configured on a
workstation in the network. The technician must assign this
workstation a new IP address within that same subnetwork. Which
address should be assigned to the workstation?
A. 172.16.2.128
B. 172.16.2.127
C. 172.16.2.64
D. 172.16.2.80
E. 172.16.1.64
F. 172.16.1.80
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 4
Wenn Hacker Code gegen eine SicherheitsanfÃ¤lligkeit ausfÃ¼hren
In der Hoffnung, dass er noch nicht behoben wurde, wird dies
als a bezeichnet
A. Zero-Day-Angriff
B. Spoofing-Angriff
C. Brute-Force-Angriff.
D. DDoS-Angriff.
Answer: A
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